-2 ). Close to theory limit from penguin pollution. 
Measurement of ∆m

Trigger
The big challenge at hadronic machines is the trigger.
We have to reduce ingoing rate (10 MHz) to tape rate (Hz -kHz).
Hadron and electron trigger required for high efficiency in wide range of modes.
Specific for BTeV and LHCb.
A (di-)muon trigger will give access to rare decays and decays.
All experiments have this.
Decays with several neutrals still out of reach. 
A New Physics scenario
We can now create two different triangles.
One from and B d mixing.
One from and .
If triangles do not match we have new physics!
ρ η φ E F G H I B d P J Q R K s 0 B s 0 Q B s 0 P D s S U T V V ub W V cb
Ambiguities in angle extraction
We measure sin(2δγ+γ) and not γ.
We get multiple solutions.
At special angles we lose all sensitivity.
Need for multiple methods for γ to build a fail safe strategy. 
Systematic effects
We need to control everything that can give a charge asymmetry and fake CP violation.
Production fractions (LHC is a p-p machine)
Yield and tagging efficiencies (Different tracking for + andcharges, different charged kaon nuclear cross section).
Mistag rates (Background not charge symmetric).
Control channels. 
